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rethinking client-counsel communication 
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the right information, 

  to the right person, 

   at the right time, 

    in the right context    



rethinking client – counsel communications 
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right info / right person / right time / right context 
…more strategically aligned litigation decisions 
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develop matter strategy – map potential paths 
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develop strategy – pick a path. make data informed business decisions. 
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adjust as necessary – make data informed business decisions. 
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systematically review actual against plan in context 
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systematically review actual against plan in context 
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systematically review actual against plan in context 
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litigation ops review 

previous 
Q1 

current 
Q2 

next 
Q3 

plan § Defend 30(b)(6) 
§ Depose opposing expert 
§ Inspect site 

§ Site inspection 
§ Mock trial 
§ Mediation 

§ Mediation 
§ MSJ 
§ Trial prep 

actual § 30(b)(6) deposed 
§ Expert deposed 
§ Crash test done 

§ Site Inspection 
§ Mock trial 
§ New expert deposition 

TBD 

gap  
(plan - actual = gap) 

§ Site inspection pending 
§ Crash test 
§ NA 

§ Mediation 
§ Additional expert dep 
§ NA 

TBD 

analysis § Site inspection opposed 
§ Test required by expert 
§ NA 

§ Mediator schedule 
§ Judge allowed new expert 
§ NA 

TBD 
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litigation ops review 

previous 
Q2 

current 
Q3 

next 
Q4 

plan § Site inspection 
§ Mock trial 
§ Mediation 

§ Mediation 
§ MSJ 
§ Trial prep 

§ Trial prep 
§ Mock trial II 
§ Mediation II 

actual § Site Inspection 
§ Mock trial 
§ New expert deposition 

§ Mediation 
§ Partial MSJ filed 
§ 20% trial prep 

TBD 

gap  
(plan - actual = gap) 

§ Mediation 
§ Additional expert dep 
§ NA 

§ Mediation failed 
§ No full MSJ filed 
§ 80% trial prep  

TBD 

analysis § Mediator schedule 
§ Judge allowed new expert 
§ NA 

§ Value perception gap 
§ Facts don’t support MSJ 
§ Trial prep continues 

TBD 
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litigation ops review 

previous 
Q3 

current 
Q4 

next 
Q1 

plan § Mediation 
§ MSJ 
§ Trial prep 

§ Trial prep (80%) 
§ Mock trial II 
§ Mediation II 

§ Trial prep (last 40%) 
§ Mock trial II 
§ Mediation II 

actual § Mediation 
§ Partial MSJ filed 
§ 20% trial prep 

§ Trial prep (40%) 
§ Mock trial II prep 
§ Mediation II prep 

TBD 

gap  
(plan - actual = gap) 

§ Mediation failed 
§ No full MSJ filed 
§ 80% trial prep  

§ Trial prep (40%) 
§ Mock trial II execution 
§ Mediation II execution 

TBD 

analysis § Value perception gap 
§ Facts don’t support MSJ 
§ Trial prep continues 

§ Lost associate 
§ Lost associate 
§ Lost associate 

TBD 
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1.  It would be useful to have ready online 
access to a list of all approved time 
billers by matter, including their role 
and rate. 

 



n  2.  Having a litigation plan (budget by 
phase and task) in place early helps in 
making strategic decisions. 



n  3.  Ready access to real-time actual 
spend data against litigation plan data 
facilities strategic decisions. 

 



n  4.  The ability to distinguish plan/actual 
expense by litigation phase (i.e. 
discovery, motions, trial, etc.) facilitates 
strategic litigation decisions. 

 



n  5.  Being able to see up-to-date, 
accurate information about risk 
exposure at the same time as plan/
actual spend data facilitates strategic 
litigation decisions. 

 



n  6.  Easy access to case value data and 
plan/actual spend data focuses 
attention on strategy over tactics. 



n  7.  For client-counsel conferences, using 
an agenda focused on case value data 
and plan/actual spend data leads to 
more efficient and effective meetings. 

 


